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Architecture and drawing have a 
unique relationship where one comes 
before the other. In Noguchi’s case 
he made models before drawings. 
This may have been a unique point 
where due to collaborating with an 
architect they may have come up with 
a sketch first or a rough idea of 
how concepts were coming together.

“Drawing in architecture is not done 
after nature, but prior to construc-
tion; it is not so much produced by 
reflection on the reality outside 
the drawing, as productive of a re-
ality that will end up outside the 
drawing”pg111

UNORTHODOX WAYS TO THINK THE 
CITY

Teresa Stoppani

Sketches found in the Isamu nogu-
chi archive

Photos of original Model 
from the Isamu noguchi 
archive
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Noguchi from early on was highly in-
volved in working with theater sets 
and their connection to sculpture. 
He worked on Martha Graham’s sets, 
where he was able to play between the 
lines of sculpture and its spacial rela-
tionship. For example the Martha Gra-
ham set of the Frontier, where a single 
piece of rope ran through the stage 
creating an infinite volume of space to 
perform around. Through his strong 
relationship with Martha Graham he 
was able to work with an array of ty-
pologies between sculpture, theater 
and garden. 

When Noguchi heard of the possible 
interest from UCLA, to build a dance 
theater. It was enough of a reason for 
Noguchi to come up with the initial con-
cept of the Martha Graham Dance The-
ater. Working alongside Buckminster 
Fuller he designed a hundred by hun-
dred ftsq lot. Noguchi saw the proj-
ect as a tribute to both of his close 
friends, Graham and Fuller. 

Isamu Noguchi was quoted in “A study of Space” by Ana Maria Torres. 
“There is a joy in seeing a sculpture come to life on the stage in its own 
world of timeless time. Then the very air becomes charged with meaning 
and emotion, and form plays its integral part in the re-enactment of a rit-
ual. Theater is a ceremony: the performance is a rite. Sculpture is daily 
life should or could be like this. In the meantime, the theater gives me a 
poetic, exalted equivalent.” The conceptual thinking of Noguchi is shown 
through this quote as he explains how the air becomes charged through 
form in space. Static Motion highlights the movement/presence of the hu-
man body when encountered by a sculpture, object, theater set or any 
piece of urban landscape.

“Martha Graham Dance Theater.” The Noguchi Museum. Accessed May 
17, 2020. https://www.noguchi.org/artworks/collection/view/martha-gra-
ham-dance-theater/.

Torres, Ana Maria. Isamu Noguchi: A Study of Space. New York: The Monacelli Press, Inc., 2000.
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curated model behavior: series of interior experiential qualities

Noguchi + Buckminster
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Unfortunately the Martha Graham 
Dance theater was the last project 
that Noguchi designed for her. It was 
meant to be a tribute to Martha Gra-
ham and Buckminster Fuller. Other 
than the Dymaxian Car this was one 
of the only other major projects that 
Buckminster Fuller and Noguchi col-
laborated on. Buckminster’s glass 
and metal dome sits on top of a base 
that Noguchi designed. The base is 
an undulating form that engages the 
viewer. It divides itself into two parts; 
the darker narrower area under the 
stage that has space for performers 
to change outfits as well as some pro-
grammatic space for the audience to 
wait before their show and storage 
space for the various sets. The upper 
level is wide open to the sky bringing 
in the outer universe inside to become 
part of the performance. The audi-
ence’s dynamic experience stems from 
the ground plane shifting towards the 
sky. It gives them an understanding of 
the wider universe they inhabit as they 
step into the geodesic dome under the 
starry sky.

Torres, Ana Maria. Isamu Noguchi: A Study of Space. New York: The Monacel-
li Press, Inc., 2000.
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